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Chapter Six 
Conclusion and Suggestions 

 

Conclusion 

 My research indicates that  OVC’s complete perceptions 
towards activities are mostly not made in Taman Harapan. Despite 
numbers of OVC experience the early stage of perception, i.e. 
sensation, only few are though the mid level of perception and very 
few who made the full perception of the given activities. The reason 
for this apparently is caused by the conflict of ‘will’. The ‘OVC’s will’, 
as it turns out, is not only facing the more dominant ‘will’ in the 
orphanage, i.e. ‘Taman Harapan’s will’. The complication is peaking as 
another intervening ‘will’, that is ‘parent’s will’, is also appearing which 
eventually creates the ‘triangle of will’. OVC’s confusion in dealing 
with the three results in the domination of a will to the other. As what 
my research says, OVC are mostly filled with ‘Taman Harapan’s will’ or 
‘parent’s will’ in presenting themselves into the activities. That 
explains, at the end, the OVC’s state of low perception towards 
activities as the effect of the absence of their ‘will’.         

 

Suggestions 

 What Taman Harapan fulfills mostly is the activities related to 
physical services: meals, boarding, and health. The goal of the caring, 
to help OVC to help themselves, should essentially embody OVC with 
capabilities so that OVC as what has been called earlier are able to help 
themselves. 

 As a result of what my research finds out, I would like to 
propose that the OVC must be given the access to find the synthesis of 
the ‘tringle of will’ and be sync to those afterwards. Their ‘will’ should 
then be taking part ‘dominantly’ not because they have their ‘will’ 
triumph over the others but rather that their ‘will’ is enhanced to a 
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truer ‘will’ in which its values are planted through both ‘Taman 
Harapan’s will’ and ‘parent’s will’.  

 In practice, their needs to capabilities embodiment must be 
more accommodated by Taman Harapan, in order to help them to help 
themselves (in the future). That should be done after they understand 
that they come to Taman Harapan as a whole person, physically and 
mentally, i.e. with their body and ‘will’.  

 Along with this, I would also like to propose some suggestions 
which hopefully help OVC, Taman Harapan, parents and every body 
who is involved in the  OVC caring. 

 On activities, I would like to suggest that: 

1. The planting of the ‘spirit’ is embodied prior to the given 
activities, particularly when OVC are turning to the 
comfortable ages to receive this. 

2. The understanding of children’s development inclusively the 
‘triangle of will’ must be introduced more to OVC, orphanage 
personnel, and parents. 

3. The understanding of children development then must be 
introduced as a whole interconnected system. 

4. The understanding that orphanage is the place to grow for an 
individual (child) must be understood by the orphanage, so that 
orphanage’s action is also based on individual values (potential 
abilities etc). 

5. The firmness of activities-giving, including a thorough 
implementation (given after the ‘will’ is well established). 

6. The orphanage must then have the readiness for 
‘troubleshooting’. 
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7. The ‘mental class’ should available for every OVC all year 
round, without any form of pressure from the orphanage or 
any other party to them.  

8. Individual approach should take place with more quality. 

9. At the end, more skills-related activities and related 
opportunities must be given. 
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